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GREEN CHEESE HANDLING SYSTEM

Field of the Invention

The present invention concerns the handling of natural cheeses while they are in a green state including the manufacture, trimming and packaging of consumer and market sized portions including the recycling thereof, while the cheese is in the green state. The handling system includes cutting, packaging, metal detection, weighing, pre-cooling, scale/printing, labelling and curing as desired. The handling system also includes bulk block packaging including the steps of metal detection, scaling, temporary packaging, cooling and handling of the bulk blocks.

Summary of the Invention

The system for the handling of natural cheese types which preferably includes continuous cheese making machinery, block forming cheese towers, block inspection and selection to determine routing of blocks to bulk block or consumer sized portion handling. In following the rapid handling route of cutting and pre-sizing of the green cheese, a pre-squaring trimmer may be utilized to bring the formed block into a generally rectangular shape with continued handling to sub-divide the so selected block into consumer sized portions. For blocks which are directed to the cutting system, the system also includes possible steps of recrumbling, re-conditioning and recycling while in the green state should the block itself or the cut portions not meet certain standards.

The handling system provided herein is directed to the handling of cheese while it is in the green state and therefore will normally be accomplished within a very short period of time, such as a one day production period. Aging, curing and ripening of the green cheese is developed after the pre-sizing and packaging to desired consumer and market size.

Background and Objects of the Invention

In the United States, natural American cheese types such as cheddar and colby are prepared by coagulating ripened milk of proper Ph with rennet, cutting the coagulant and cooking the curd and whey mixture after which the whey is drained from the curd and the curd is subjected to a variety of treatments after
which salt is mixed with the curd granules or milled pieces. These processes are well known in the art.

In such batch or continuous methods, the fresh, warm, mellow curd particulates are compressed to remove residual whey and result in curd formation. The cheese tower is well known in the art and the tower causes the curd particulates to become fused and shaped into a single, compacted, green cheese block, standardly rectangular in shape with unit weight of between 40 to 45 pounds or in the case of an average large block, a weight of 640 to 700 pounds. Circular units of 500 pounds are also provided. These methods are well known in the art.

It is common, in traditional processes, to direct these formed bulk blocks into curing aging and ripening areas wherein they may be stored for periods of 15 to 90 days. After such curing, the now cool, firm blocks are removed from their temporary bulk packages, then subdivided to consumer or cheese market size portions which may range from 8 ounce to, for example, 5 and 6 pound unit sizes. When dealing with cheese that has been prepared in bulk blocks, aged, understandably firmed and thereafter trimmed and cut into consumer cheese market size packaged, it should be obvious that a dual handling of the cheese is required. Also, when utilizing these traditional methods, the trimming and cutting results in losses which obviously result in per unit price increases. With the applicant's concept of handling the cheese in its green state and bringing it rapidly or immediately, same day of manufacture, to final packaged portions, such dual handling is eliminated, the need for bulk storing facilities is eliminated and the losses of trimming and sizing are substantially reduced due to recycling.

It is therefore an object of the applicant's invention to provide an improved method and/or a system for handling natural cheeses while they are in a green state which include the processes of trimming, and directly packaging the cut green cheese. Expressions such as "green cheese" and "green state" used throughout this specification including the accompanying claims is intended to refer to a preformed block or mass of curd after draining but before curing or maturing.
Accordingly, the present invention provides a handling system for handling green cheese in its fresh, warm, mellow curd, particulate state from a cheese making process which forms a mixture of curds and whey before aging, curing and ripening of the green cheese, comprising:

5  a. means for forming blocks of green cheese by removal of the whey from the mixture and compressing the curds; and
   b. means for initially cutting the blocks of green cheese into pre-sized portionable configurations.

According to a further aspect, the present invention provides a green cheese handling system including:

10  a. means for forming a mixture of curds and whey in a cheese making process;
   b. means for forming blocks of green cheese by removal of whey from the mixture by subjecting the mixture to a whey and/or air removal system and compressing the curds;
   c. means for inspecting the formed green cheese blocks to determine their integrity and consistency for cutting;
   d. means for cutting such green cheese blocks which are of the integrity and consistency for such cutting;
   e. means for packaging such cut green cheese blocks; and,
   f. means for cooling such cut green cheese blocks.

According to a still further aspect, the present invention also provides a green cheese handling system including:

20  a. forming means for forming primary blocks of green cheese from a supply of a mixture of curds and whey, said forming means including a whey and air removal system arranged to remove whey and air from said mixture of curds and whey, and compressing means for compressing said curds into said primary blocks of green cheese;
   b. cutting means for cutting said primary blocks of green cheese into secondary blocks of green cheese after inspection of said primary blocks of green cheese to determine their integrity and consistency for cutting;
c. packaging means arranged to receive and package said secondary blocks of green cheese; and

d. cooling means arranged to cool said secondary blocks of green cheese.

5 According to a still further aspect, the present invention also provides a method of producing cheese comprising the steps of:

a. forming a mixture of curds and whey;

b. forming blocks of green cheese by removal of whey from the mixture by subjecting the mixture to a whey and/or air removal system and compressing the curds;

c. inspecting the formed green cheese blocks to determine their integrity and consistency for cutting;

d. cutting said green cheese blocks which are of an integrity and consistency for such cutting;

15 d. packaging said cut green cheese blocks; and

f. cooling said cut green cheese blocks.

It is a further preferred objective of the present invention to provide a system or method for handling natural cheese production which includes the processes of trimming, cutting and directly packaging green cheese into consumer or market size portions. This has the advantage of eliminating dual handling of the cheese as occurs with conventional cheeses that are partially or totally cured and thereafter so divided.

It is a further preferred object of the applicant's invention to provide a system for the handling of natural cheeses such as colby and cheddar while the same is in its green state to allow selection thereof for conventional bulk packaging or direct consumer or cheese market size packaging.

It is still a further preferred object of the applicant's invention to provide a system for handling green cheese including the formation of 40 to 45 pound blocks or blocks of more suitable size of green cheese, trimming and subdividing the green cheese into selectable consumer or cheese market size, packaging these portions and thereafter providing the same ready for distribution to the consumer, the curing, aging or ripening process continuing
after packaging while the cheese is in its final protective vacuum package to eliminate any possible invasion of foreign elements to the cheese. It is still a further preferred object of the applicant's invention to provide a system for handling of green cheese which allows inspection as the same exits from a cheese tower and crumbling and reconditioning if it does not meet certain conditions so the cheese may be immediately recycled while in the green state.

It is still a further preferred object of the applicant's invention to provide a handling system for natural cheeses such as cheddar and colby cheeses wherein dual handling of the cheese and temporary bulk packaging materials are eliminated.

These and other objects and advantages of the applicant's invention will more fully appear from a consideration of preferred embodiments illustrated in the accompanying drawings and described hereinafter in relation to the accompanying drawings.

15 Short Description of the Drawings

Figure 1 is a schematic flow diagram which illustrates the applicant's system for the handling of cheese while it is in its green state and bringing the cheese from the cheese making process through systems of cutting and apportioning and final packaging thereof into consumer size units, or the handling of bulk blocks;

Figure 2 is a schematic cross section of a cheese forming tower including introduction of curds into the tower, the formation of cheese blocks through the cheese tower where it is conveyed from the tower in substantially rectangular configuration;

Figure 3 is a perspective view of a cheese block tower and conveyor operation wherein a formed cheese block is introduced and fed through a first cheese squaring trimmer arrangement;

Figure 4 is an enlarged view of the pre-squaring trimmer as illustrated in Figure 3;

Figure 5 is a perspective view of a portion cutting unit into which a block of previously squared cheese is introduced and exits therefrom in desired portion configuration;
Figure 6 is a perspective view of a re-crumbler utilized for crumbling blocks of green cheese portions or complete blocks which may not meet the standards for portion cutting nor meet standards for bulk block storage;

Figure 7 is a perspective view of a conditioner for re-conditioning of green cheese that has been re-crumbled prior to recycling thereof in a cheese tower; and,

Figure 8 illustrates a section of the carrying conveyor as utilized in the conditioner unit of Figure 7.

**Description of a Preferred Form of the Invention**

The primary aspect of the system for handling green cheese regarding applicant's invention is best illustrated in the flow chart of Figure 1. The remaining views illustrate various primary components in the handling process.

As illustrated in Figure 1 the process of green cheese handling may begin with a continuous cheese making system which is illustrated by the United States Patent No. 4,309,941, issued to the applicant hereof, Ian P. Brockwell, entitled CHEESE MAKING METHOD AND APPARATUS which issued January 12, 1982. From this continuous cheese making device the cheese curds and whey are introduced into a cheese tower which is best exemplified by United States Patent to Charles, No. 4,152,101, issued May 1, 1979. This cheese tower is illustrated in schematic form in Figure 2. It is of course also possible to start with batch system for production of cheese curds and whey.

As illustrated in the schematic of Figure 1, in combination with the tower illustrated in Figure 2, the flow from the continuous or batch cheese making facilities is preferably into cheese towers where it is progressively compressed, fused, knitted and compacted during tower descent by overlying layers of curd causing elimination of air which is removed through the vacuum lines with additional whey being removed through the lowermost whey drainage port.

Figure 2 illustrates the progressive compression and incremental density compaction from the curd supply 1 through the tower 2. A closing guillotine 3 is provided at the lower end of the block forming tower 2 and upon opening thereof a cheese column C of selected cross sectional size will be gravity lowered from the tower 2 onto the elevator 4. The elevator 4 normally is in elevated position
against the guillotine 3 and when the guillotine 3 opens the formed cheese column C will descend upon the elevator 4 and when the elevator 4 reaches its pre-selected lower level of travel the guillotine 3 will close against the lower opening of the tower 2 to cut a block of cheese B for continuing process. As illustrated, a vacuum line 5 and whey drain 6 are arranged within this lower level assembly and this entire assembly is normally maintained under vacuum conditions through the door assembly which encloses the same. The whey drain 6 obviously removes the final residual whey from the formed block B and the vacuum line 5 assists in withdrawal of the formed block B from the tower 1 and air in the curd tower 2.

Adjacent the door assembly is, in the form shown, a bag or plastic pouch spreader 7. As illustrated in the schematic of Figure 1 the bulk blocks B which are within the 40 to 45 pound range may be inspected for initial directing into bulk block packaging for continual handling as block units or the same may be directed to the apportioning flow lines. Such selection and direction depend upon various factors, including consistency of the formed block and market need.

If the selection decision is made that the formed block will remain in its 40 to 45 pound size, it will follow the flow line as illustrated on the left hand side of Figure 1. In this process or line of flow, the formed block is vacuum packed and is scanned for possible metal inclusions and follows the flow chart through steps of scaling and weight printing and through the following conventional bulk preparation steps of temporary, protective packaging, palletising for convenience, cooling and further handling.

As illustrated in Figure 1, the primary aspect of the applicant's invention is the direct and immediate handling of the produced blocks exiting the tower to produce and package consumer or cheese market sized portions units while the cheese is in the green state.

Very often the cheese exiting the tower in block form is of substantially rectangular and squared shape and meets consistency considerations and other criteria. If the blocks meet these quality considerations they are not required to go through the pre-squaring trimmer. If however they are of irregular
shape the applicant has found that for proper cheese portioning they should be passed through the pre-squaring trimmer.

This pre-squaring trimmer is illustrated in Figures 3 and 4 with the only difference in these views being the scale utilized for clarity of illustration. As illustrated in Figure 3 the cheese tower is designated in its entirety and includes the ejector area with the formed block B being carried by conveyor C to the pre-squaring trimmer station. As illustrated in both Figures 3 and 4 a first hydraulically or air or other pressurized plunger mechanism is provided to drive the block B transversely from conveyor C onto a shuttle and cutting table T. The plunger mechanism includes a broad face pushing element to contact the end face of the block B to act substantially over the entire end surface thereof to force the block B through a first set of knives which include a horizontally disposed top cutting blade and a pair of reciprocating side blades. These blades are operative in a reciprocating fashion through various drive mechanisms and the applicant has found that it is necessary to cut green cheese through the utilization of such reciprocating, self-cleaning, substantially thin, scalloped knife units. To insure proper cutting stroke, applicant has found that it may be necessary to maintain all knives disclosed herein in a spring loaded or tensioned condition.

In cutting aged or ripened cheese it is common to use what are known as harping cutters which are pre-spaced wire cutters through which the cheese is forced. A harping operation, when utilized on green cheese, does not provide the cut quality surfaces as obtained through the applicant's reciprocating knife units. As illustrated, a drive mechanism is provided for knife and similar drive units are provided for knives below table T. Knife 15 and knives 16, 17 are adjustably spaceable for a first preliminary cut of block B which removes the top surface of the formed block and similarly removes the side surfaces of the block to bring the unit into partially squared consideration. As illustrated, a side guide is positioned adjacent plunger to assist in guiding the block B into the cutting knives. Side guide surfaces 19, 20, 26 and an end stop 21 are provided for first alignment of block B. With the utilization of these
surfaces, it should be obvious that the block is totally controlled through the cutting operation.

It should also be obvious that the speed and amplitude of the cutting knives is controllable to provide a cut surface of desired quality.

Following this side and top trimming cuts, the block is now arranged against stop 21 and pushing element 19 and a second driven plunger mechanism or drive mechanism 22 is provided to drive the block between a second set of side cutting knives 23, 24. An L-shaped unit designated 25 is provided to receive the cut blocks and guide the same onto portion conveyor D and at this point the block is identified as P, being in portionable size.

At this stage, referring to the schematic of figure 1, if the block, after passing through the cheese tower 10 did not satisfy requirements of consistency and desirability it may be recrumbled through the recrumbling unit of Figure 6 and the reconditioning units of Figures 7 and 8 which provide a sizing, humidity and temperature reconditioning such that the curd particles may be passed through a recycling cheese tower.

It should be noted that during this short period the cheese remains in its soft, warm and mellow condition and can be readily recycled and reformed into blocks via a recycling tower without any losses.

Similarly the trimmed cuts that have been made through the operation of knives 15, 16, 17, 23 and 24 in squaring the block same are collectable and recyclable through the recrumbler unit, the conditioning unit and the cheese tower recycler.

Blocks exiting from this cheese tower recycling unit again are selectable for either bulk packaging or proportionate trimming and size trimming through the procedure illustrated on the right hand portion of Figure 1.

In continuing the process from Figure 4 to Figure 5 and the schematic illustration from the pre-squaring trimmer to the cheese portion cutter, the now proportionable block P continues on conveyor D to a second set of powering structures designated respectively 30 and 31 through a plurality of knife arrangements to subdivide the block from its pre-squared shape P into the
proportionate and customer size blocks F. This, now totally proportioned block continues on conveyor E for further handling.

As illustrated in Figure 5, first plunger unit 30 directs the block P through at least a first horizontal cutting blade 32 which will provide a horizontal cut through the entire block. Drive mechanism 32a is provided for knife 32 and the horizontal displacement of this knife 32 is achievable through elevating or lowering the same. In addition to the single knife illustrated, it should be obvious that a plurality of such knives may be driven by drive unit 32a to further reduce the block into more desired form.

A first vertically operative knife 35 is provided to provide a vertical cut approximately through the centre of the block P. Such a vertical knife arrangement may include a plurality of knives that are setable along the drive axis thereof to increase the number of cuts dependent upon the desired customer usage. After passing through this first drive device 30 and knife blades 32, 35 the block P unit is arranged parallel to conveyor E and a second power driven mechanism 31 drives the now semi-cut block through a plurality of knives designated 36, 37, 38. An L-shaped stop 39 is provided to stop the now totally cut block and deliver the same along conveyor E. It should be noted that the head 31a of plunger 31 is provided with blade receiving recesses 31b such that this head 31a will completely drive the block through knives 36, 37, 38. In this manner then the entire block exiting tower 10 as B finally exits the pre-squaring and proportionate cutting devices as the finally proportioned block F.

As illustrated in the schematic flow chart of Figure 1, after the green cheese has reached its final portion cutting situation F of Figure 5 the individual blocks are delivered to a packaging machine where they are further scanned against possible metal inclusion. From this metal detection station the individual portion sizes are passed through a check weight scale arrangement for determination of consumer acceptability as to weight of the individual packaging. If the units do not pass weight check situation they are rejected into a reject station which includes stripping of the vacuum plastic covering and are returned to the recrumbling unit and the conditioner and cheese tower for recycling. It is important that the aspect of time be considered. Owing to the immediate
handling of the cheese materials that have been provided through the presquaring trimmer, the proportional cutter, initial vacuum package and metal detection unit are still in the fresh, warm, mellow, or green cheese stage. By performing the operation with the desired speed it is possible to recrumble the 5 cheese while the cheese still remains in the green cheese state and to recycle the same through the conditioning mechanism and the recycling cheese tower, without any material losses.

The packaging of the cut portions may be accomplished through a variety of well known systems. Such systems may include vacuum packaging, gas-flush packaging or other hermetic type of packaging arrangements. The aspect of the packaging is to eliminate microbe or other contaminant invasions of the product.

A typical recrumbler is illustrated in Figure 6. The unit is generally designated 40 and includes an entrance or feed opening 41 into which full 15 blocks or partial trimmed portions of green cheese may be inserted and includes a rotatable member 42 having a plurality of pegs 43 thereon which pass through stationary screening devices 44 for complete crumbling of the cheese blocks or trimmed cheese slices. A screw device 45 advances the now crumbled cheese curd particles to an outlet 46 which directs these recrumbled particles to the conditioning unit as illustrated in Figure 7.

The conditioner unit is designated in its entirety 50 and illustrates a receiving funnel end 46a to cooperate with the delivery end 46 of the crumbling unit 40. As illustrated a plurality of further crumbling units are provided and are designated 51. All of these members include a plurality of pegs or further 25 crumbling units mounted on rotatably driven axes 52 for agitation and breaking of the curds to recyclable condition.

A partial section of the curd carrying belt of the conditioner 50 is illustrated in Figure 8 designated 53. As illustrated, the belt 53 includes hinged plate members 65, 66 with each of such plates being provided with a plurality of 30 passages 67 therethrough. The structure allows steam to be introduced into the carried curd particles.
The delivery end of conditioner 50 includes a pair of oppositely flighted screw units 55a, 55b which are mounted on a commonly driven axis 56 which direct the reconditioned cheese curd particles into a cheese tower such as that illustrated in Figure 2.

During reconditioning, it should be noted that a steam and heat line 60 is provided with a plurality of individual nozzle sections 61 underlyng and spaced below the flights of conveyor bed 53. The steam, including, obviously, heat introduction, reconditions the curds for introduction into the recycling tower for production of a green cheese block which is processed by the illustration of Figure 1 and the discussion herein. Alternatively, the reconditioned curds may be introduced back into the original curd feeder to the towers / draining / forming / cutting unit.

As illustrated in the flow chart of Figure 1, various inspection steps are provided to bring the consumer sized units to final market place conditions. The step of packaging of the consumer sized units from the final block F includes the vacuum pack, gas-flushing pack and other packaging which insures the integrity of the cheese as desired. Uniformity of cooling, curing or aging and ripening of individual consumer or cheese market size units is more readily controllable and insures that such units will not be required to have cheese surfaces re-exposed and thus subjected to external contaminations that may exist in the dual handling of the bulk block cheese.

It should be obvious that the handling system as provided herein substantially reduces loss of product and insures more consistent quality for the cheese produced.
THE CLAIMS DEFINING THE INVENTION ARE AS FOLLOWS:

1. A handling system for handling green cheese including:
   a. means for forming a mixture of curds and whey in a cheese making process;
   b. means for forming blocks of green cheese by removal of whey from the mixture by subjecting the mixture to a whey and/or air removal system and compressing the curds;
   c. means for inspecting the formed green cheese blocks to determine their integrity and consistency for cutting;
   d. means for cutting such green cheese blocks which are of the integrity and consistency for such cutting;
   e. means for packaging such cut green cheese blocks; and,
   f. means for cooling such cut green cheese blocks.

2. A handling system for handling green cheese in its fresh, warm, mellow curd, particulate state from a cheese making process which forms a mixture of curds and whey before aging, curing and ripening of the green cheese, comprising:
   a. means for forming blocks of green cheese by removal of the whey from the mixture and compressing the curds; and
   b. means for initially cutting the blocks of green cheese into pre-sized portionable configurations.

3. The handling system of Claim 2, further comprising:
   c. packaging means for final packaging of the blocks of green cheese.

4. The handling system of Claim 3, comprising:
   d. means for pre-cooling the packaged blocks of green cheese.
5. The handling system of Claim 2, wherein the means for forming green cheese block comprises utilizing one of the following apparati from a group comprising a batch form mold and a cheese tower.

6. The handling system of Claim 1 or Claim 2, wherein the means for cutting includes knife cutting means.

7. The handling system of any one of Claims 1, 2 or 6, wherein the means for cutting includes one or more knife sets.

8. The handling system of Claim 7, wherein each said knife has a scalloped blade.

9. The handling system of Claim 7 or 8, wherein at least one said knife reciprocates during cutting said green cheese blocks.

10. The handling system of Claim 1 or Claim 2, further comprising means for reconciling and reconditioning the green cheese cut from the blocks for addition of the recrumbled and reconditioned green cheese into the mixture of curds and whey.

11. A handling system for handling green cheese in its fresh, warm, mellow curd, particulate state from a cheese making process which forms a mixture of curds and whey before aging, curing and ripening of the green cheese, comprising:

   a. means for forming blocks of green cheese by removal of the whey from the mixture and compressing the curds;

   b. means for cutting the blocks of green cheese into pre-sized portionable configurations; and

   c. means for continual cutting of the portionable configurations of green cheese into predetermined consumer market sized portions.
12. A system for handling green cheese in its fresh, warm, mellow curd, particulate state from a cheese making process which forms a mixture of curds and whey before aging, curing and ripening of the green cheese, comprising:
   a. means for forming blocks of green cheese by removal of the whey from the mixture and compressing the curds; and
   b. means for cutting the blocks of green cheese into pre-sized portionable configurations comprised of a set of knives, each knife being a substantially thin, reciprocating, scalloped blade.

13. A handling system for handling green cheese in its fresh, warm, mellow curd, particulate state from a cheese making process which forms a mixture of curds and whey before aging, curing and ripening of the green cheese, comprising:
   a. means for forming blocks of green cheese by removal of the whey from the mixture and compressing the curds;
   b. means for cutting the blocks of green cheese into pre-sized portionable configurations;
   c. means for continual cutting of the portionable configurations of green cheese into predetermined consumer market sized portions, the means for cutting comprising a set of knives, each knife being a substantially thin, reciprocating, scalloped blade;
   d. means for final packaging of the consumer market sized portions;
   e. means for pre-cooling the packaged consumer market sized portions; and
   f. means for recrumbling and reconditioning the green cheese cut from the blocks and the portionable configurations for addition of the recrumbled and reconditioned green cheese into the mixture of the curds and whey.

14. The handling system as set forth in Claim 1 or Claim 3, wherein the packaging means includes vacuum packaging apparatus.
15. The handling system as set forth in Claim 1 or Claim 3, wherein the packaging means includes gas-flushing packaging apparatus.

16. The handling system as set forth in any one of Claims 6 to 9, wherein knife cutting of the formed blocks includes the operation of pre-shaping the blocks to bring them to a substantially rectangular, square or round portionable configuration.

17. The handling system as set forth in Claim 16, further including the step of continual cutting of the pre-squared block to a predetermined portion of a predetermined size and weight.

18. The handling system as set forth in Claims 1 or 2, further including means for inspecting the cut portions of green cheese to determine the presence of any metallic particles.

19. A green cheese handling system, including:
   a. forming means for forming primary blocks of green cheese from a supply of a mixture of curds and whey, said forming means including a whey and air removal system arranged to remove whey and air from said mixture of curds and whey, and compressing means for compressing said curds into said primary blocks of green cheese;
   b. cutting means for cutting said primary blocks of green cheese into secondary blocks of green cheese after inspection of said primary blocks of green cheese to determine their integrity and consistency for cutting;
   c. packaging means arranged to receive and package said secondary blocks of green cheese; and
   d. cooling means arranged to cool said secondary blocks of green cheese.

20. A green cheese handling system according to claim 19, wherein said cutting means includes at least one reciprocating knife cutter.
21. A method of producing cheese comprising the steps of:
   a. forming a mixture of curds and whey;
   b. forming blocks of green cheese by removal of whey from the mixture
      by subjecting the mixture to a whey and/or air removal system and compressing
      the curds;
   c. inspecting the formed green cheese blocks to determine their integrity
      and consistency for cutting;
   d. cutting said green cheese blocks which are of an integrity and
      consistency for such cutting;
   e. packaging said cut green cheese blocks; and
   f. cooling said cut green cheese blocks.

22. A method for handling green cheese in its fresh, warm, mellow curd,
particulate state from a cheese making process which forms a mixture of curds
and whey before aging, curing and ripening of the green cheese, comprising the
following steps:
   a. forming blocks of green cheese by removal of the whey from the
      mixture and compressing the curds;
   b. cutting the blocks of green cheese into pre-sized portionable
      configurations;
   c. further continual cutting of the portionable configurations of green
      cheese into predetermined consumer market sized portions;
   d. packaging of the consumer sized portions for the market; and
   e. pre-cooling the packaged consumer market sized portions.

23. The method of Claim 21 or Claim 22, further comprising:
   f. collecting the green cheese cut away from the blocks of green
      cheese.

24. The method of Claim 23, further comprising:
   g. recrumbling and reconditioning the collected green cheese.
25. The method of Claim 24, further comprising:
   h. adding the recrumbled and reconditioned green cheese to the mixture of curds and whey.
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